Sherlock Holmes Tangled
Skeins Stories From The
Notebooks Of Dr John H
Watson
Right here, we have countless books Sherlock Holmes Tangled
Skeins Stories From The Notebooks Of Dr John H Watson
and collections to check out. We additionally allow variant types
and next type of the books to browse. The agreeable book, fiction,
history, novel, scientific research, as well as various further sorts
of books are readily welcoming here.
As this Sherlock Holmes Tangled Skeins Stories From The
Notebooks Of Dr John H Watson , it ends taking place brute one
of the favored ebook Sherlock Holmes Tangled Skeins Stories
From The Notebooks Of Dr John H Watson collections that we
have. This is why you remain in the best website to look the
amazing ebook to have.

The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories Part XVII David Marcum 2019-11-26
In 2015, The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories burst
upon the scene, featuring
adventures set within the
correct time period, and
written by many of today’s

leading Sherlockian authors
from around the world. Those
first three volumes were
overwhelmingly received, and
there were soon calls for
additional collections. Since
then, their popularity has only
continued to grow. And now we
present a new three-volume
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set. Like 2017’s two-volumes
set, Eliminate the Impossible,
this new collection, Whatever
Remains . . . Must Be the Truth
features tales of Holmes’s
encounters with seemingly
impossible events – ghosts and
hauntings, cults and curses,
mythical beasts and mediums,
angels and demons, and more.
In “The Sussex Vampire”,
Holmes tells Watson: “This
agency stands flat-footed upon
the ground, and there it must
remain. The world is big
enough for us. No ghosts need
apply.” In each of the stories
presented in this huge threevolume collection, Holmes
approaches the varied
problems with one of his
favorite maxims firmly in place:
“. . . . When you have
eliminated the impossible
whatever remains, however
improbable, must be the truth .
. . .” But what, exactly, is the
truth? A Study in Scarlet, the
first recorded adventure of
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John
H. Watson, was first published
in 1887. What an amazing
journey the years since then
have been! In addition to the

pitifully few sixty tales
originally presented in The
Canon, published between
1887 and 1927, there have
been literally thousands of
additional Holmes adventures
in the form of books, short
stories, radio and television
episodes, movies, manuscripts,
comics, and fan fiction. And
yet, for those who are true
friends and admirers of the
Master Detective of Baker
Street, where it is always 1895
(or a few decades on either
side of that!) these stories are
not enough. Give us more! The
forty-nine stories in these three
companion volumes represent
some of the finest new
Holmesian storytelling to be
found, and honor the man
described by Watson as “the
best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known.” All royalties
from this collection are being
donated by the writers for the
benefit of the preservation of
Undershaw, one of the former
homes of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. Part XVII – Whatever
Remains Must Be the Truth
(1891-1898) features
contributions by: Charles Veley
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& Anna Elliott, Arthur Hall,
Michael Mallory, Will Murray,
Paul D. Gilbert, S.
Subramanian, Roger Riccard,
Stephen Herczeg, Hugh
Ashton, Chris Chan, Bert
Coules, Jane Rubino, Tracy J.
Revels, Geri Schear, David
Marcum, and Dick Gillman,
with a poem by Christopher
James, and forewords by David
Marcum, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
Roger Johnson, and Steve
Emecz
The Collected Papers of
Sherlock Holmes - Volume 3
- David Marcum 2022-02-15
At the age of ten in the
mid-1970’s, David Marcum
discovered Mr. Sherlock
Holmes, and from that point,
he knew that the original 60
Canonical adventures would
never be enough. This, coupled
with his life-long desire to
write, meant that eventually he
would find a way to add new
stories to The Great Holmes
Tapestry. The years passed,
and David collected, read, and
chronologicized literally
thousands of traditional
Canonical Sherlockian
pastiches. Then, in 2008, with

time on his hands while laid off
from his civil engineering job
during the Great Recession,
David finally found his way to
Watson’s Tin Dispatch Box,
producing The Papers of
Sherlock Holmes. These first
nine short stories originally sat
on a shelf in his Holmes book
collection before he eventually
decided to share them with
others. That first collection was
initially published by a small
press in 2011, and then in 2013
by the premiere Sherlockian
publisher, MX Publishing – and
after that, there was no turning
back. Since then, in addition to
editing over 60 volumes (most
of which are Sherlockian
anthologies), David has written
and published over 80
Sherlockian adventures in a
variety of anthologies and
magazines. Now these are
being collected – along with a
few others that haven’t been
seen before. These first five
volumes contain the majority of
David’s Holmesian stories – so
far, with additional adventures
to be collected and published
as part of this ongoing series in
2022. Join us as we return to
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Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, the man
described by the estimable Dr.
Watson as “the best and wisest
. . . whom I have ever known.”
The game is afoot! Volume III –
Accounts (22 Holmes
Adventures) The Adventure of
the Pawnbroker’s Daughter
The Problem of the Holy Oil
The Trusted Advisor An Actor
and a Rare One The Unnerved
Estate Agent The Cat’s Meat
Lady of Cavendish Square The
Hammerford Will The
Farraway Street Lodger
November, 1888 Some Notes
Upon the Matter of John
Douglas The Adventure of the
Old Brownstone The Doctor’s
Tale The Treasures of the Gog
Magog Hills The Inner Temple
Intruder The Cambridge Codes
The Adventure of the Retired
Beekeeper An Actual Treasure
The Manipulative Messages
The Civil Engineer’s Discovery
The Girl at the
Northumberland Hotel (A
Simple Solution) The Austrian
Certificates The Adventure of
the Home Office Baby
The MX Book of New Sherlock

Holmes Stories - Part XXXIII David Marcum 2022-05-18
Part XXXIII featuring
contributions from: Terry
Golledge, Naching T. Kassa,
Susan Knight, Martin Daley,
Dan Rowley, Marcia Wilson,
Tracy J. Revels, Josh Cerefice,
Craig Stephen Copland, Jeffrey
A. Lockwood, Mark Wardecker,
David Marcum, Kevin P.
Thornton, Tim Symonds, Tom
Turley, David MacGregor,
Andrew Bryant, Hugh Ashton,
a poem by Alisha Shea, and
forewords by Jeffrey Hatcher,
Roger Johnson, Emma West,
Steve Emecz, and David
Marcum Parts XXXI, XXXII, and
XXXIII 2022 Annual 61 New
Holmes Adventures Collected
in Three Companion Volumes.
In 2015, the first three volumes
of The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories
arrived, containing over 60
stories in the true traditional
Canonical manner, revisiting
Holmes and Watson in those
days where it is “always 1895”
. . . or a few decades on either
side of that. That was the
largest collection of new
Holmes stories ever assembled,
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and originally planned to be a
one-time event. But readers
wanted more, and the
contributors had more stories
from Watson’s Tin Dispatch
Box, so the fun continued.
Now, with the release of Parts
XXXI, XXXII, and XXXIII, the
series has grown to nearly 700
new Holmes adventures by
over 200 contributors from
around with world. Since the
beginning, all contributor
royalties have gone to the
Undershaw school (formerly
Stepping Stones) for special
needs children at Undershaw,
one of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle’s former homes, and to
date the project has raised
nearly $100,000 for the school
– as well as helping provide a
world-wide awareness of its
mission. As has become the
tradition, this new collection of
61 adventures features Holmes
and Watson carrying out their
masterful investigations from
the early days of their
friendship in Baker Street to
the post-War years during
Holmes’s retirement. Along the
way they are involved in
dozens of fascinating

mysteries, all progressing
along completely unexpected
lines. Join us as we return to
Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, described by
the estimable Dr. Watson as
“the best and wisest . . . whom
I have ever known.” 61 new
traditional Holmes adventures
in three simultaneously
published volumes The game is
afoot! All royalties from this
collection are being donated by
the writers for the benefit of
the preservation of Undershaw,
one of the former homes of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle.
The Collected Papers of
Sherlock Holmes – Volume 5 David Marcum 2022-05-06
At the age of ten in the
mid-1970’s, David Marcum
discovered Mr. Sherlock
Holmes, and from that point,
he knew that the original 60
Canonical adventures would
never be enough. This, coupled
with his life-long desire to
write, meant that eventually he
would find a way to add new
stories to The Great Holmes
Tapestry. The years passed,
and David collected, read, and
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chronologicized literally
thousands of traditional
Canonical Sherlockian
pastiches. Then, in 2008, with
time on his hands while laid off
from his civil engineering job
during the Great Recession,
David finally found his way to
Watson’s Tin Dispatch Box,
producing The Papers of
Sherlock Holmes. These first
nine short stories originally sat
on a shelf in his Holmes book
collection before he eventually
decided to share them with
others. That first collection was
initially published by a small
press in 2011, and then in 2013
by the premiere Sherlockian
publisher, MX Publishing - and
after that, there was no turning
back. Since then, in addition to
editing over 60 volumes (most
of which are Sherlockian
anthologies), David has written
and published over 80
Sherlockian adventures in a
variety of anthologies and
magazines. Now these are
being collected - along with a
few others that haven’t been
seen before. These first five
volumes contain the majority of
David’s Holmesian stories - so

far, with additional adventures
to be collected and published
as part of this ongoing series in
2022. Join us as we return to
Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, the man
described by the estimable Dr.
Watson as “the best and wisest
. . . whom I have ever known.”
The game is afoot! Volume V Chronicles (20 Holmes
Adventures) The Stolen Relic
The Helverton Inheritance The
Carroun Document The
Reappearance of Mr. James
Phillimore The Keadby Cross
The Rhayader Affair The
Cliddesden Questions The
Affair of the Mother’s Return
The Painting in the Parlour The
Two Bullets The Coombs
Contrivance The True Account
of the Bushell Street Killing
The Polmayne Puzzles The
Curious Cardboard Boxes The
Bizarre Affair of the Octagon
House The Peculiar
Persecution of Mr. Druitt The
Service for the American
Colonel The Rescue at Ypres
The Problem of the Hindhead
Minister The Edinburgh
Bankers
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The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part VI: 2017 Annual - David
Marcum 2017-04-27
2017 is the 130th anniversary
of the publication of A Study in
Scarlet, the first recorded
adventure of Sherlock Holmes
and Dr. John H. Watson. What
an amazing journey it's been!
In addition to the pitifully few
sixty tales originally presented
in The Canon, published
between 1887 and 1927, there
have been literally thousands
of additional Holmes
adventures in the form of
books, short stories, radio and
television episodes, movies,
manuscripts, comics, and fan
fiction. And yet, for those who
are true friends and admirers
of the Master Detective of
Baker Street, where it is
always 1895 (or a few decades
on either side of that!) these
stories are not enough. Give us
more! In 2015, The MX Book of
New Sherlock Holmes Stories
burst upon the scene, featuring
stories set within the correct
time period, and written by
many of today's leading
Sherlockian authors from

around the world. Those first
three volumes were
overwhelmingly received, and
there were soon calls for
additional collections. Since
then, the popularity has only
continued to grow. Two more
volumes were released in 2016,
and this the first of two
planned for 2017 - with no end
in sight! The thirty-five stories
in this volume – now bringing
the total number of narratives
and participating authors in
this series to well over onehundred! – represent some of
the finest new Holmesian
storytelling to be found, and
honor the man described by
Watson as "the best and wisest
... whom I have ever known."
All royalties from this
collection are being donated by
the writers for the benefit of
the preservation of Undershaw,
one of the former homes of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. Part VI:
2017 Annual features
contributions by: Bob Byrne,
Julie McKuras, Derrick
Belanger, Robert Perret,
Deanna Baran, G.C.
Rosenquist, Hugh Ashton,
David Timson, Shane Simmons,
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Stephen Wade, Mark Mower,
David Friend, Nick Cardillo,
Roger Riccard, S.
Subramanian, Carl L. Heifetz,
Geri Schear, S.F. Bennett,
Jennifer Copping, Jim French,
Carla Coupe, Narrelle Harris,
Arthur Hall, Craig Janacek,
Marcia Wilson, Tracy Revels,
Molly Carr, Keith Hann, David
Ruffle, David Marcum, Thomas
A. Turley, Jan Edwards, C.
Edward Davis, Tim Symonds,
and Daniel D. Victor, with a
poem by Bonnie MacBird, and
forewords by David Marcum,
Nicholas Utechin, Roger
Johnson, Steve Emecz, and
Melissa Farnham.
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories - Part XXII: David Marcum 2021-01-06
64 new traditional Holmes
adventures in three
simultaneously published
volumes In 2018, MX
Publishing presented Parts XI
and XII of this acclaimed and
ongoing series, Some Untold
Cases. Now that theme is
revisited with 64 new Sherlock
Holmes adventures that
explore those many tantalizing
references to some of Holmes’s

other cases, as mentioned in
The Canon. “Somewhere in the
vaults of the bank of Cox and
Co., at Charing Cross, there is
a travel-worn and battered tin
dispatch box with my name,
John H. Watson, M.D., Late
Indian Army, painted upon the
lid. It is crammed with papers,
nearly all of which are records
of cases to illustrate the
curious problems which Mr.
Sherlock Holmes had at
various times to examine . . . .”
- Dr. John H. Watson So wrote
Dr. Watson in “The Problem of
Thor Bridge” - and ever since,
Sherlockians have been
seeking to know more about
these tales from the legendary
tin dispatch box. While
Watson’s original Literary
Agent only edited the pitifully
few sixty stories that make up
the original Canon, there have
since been literally thousands
of traditional adventures about
the true Sherlock Holmes - and
yet there will never be enough!
Throughout the original
Holmes Canon, there were
hints and teases of other
intriguing cases - The Giant Rat
of Sumatra . . . The Abernetty
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Tragedy . . . The Manor House
Case. Watson mentions well
over one-hundred of these,
which have collectively come to
be known as The Untold Cases.
Now, once again MX
Publishing brings us sixty-four
of these adventures in three
simultaneously published
volumes, with all royalties
going to support the Stepping
Stones School at Undershaw,
one of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle’s former homes. Join us
as we return to Baker Street
and discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as “the
best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known.” Each
volume contains forwards by
Otto Penzler, Roger Johnson,
Stepping Stones School, Steve
Emecz, and David Marcum, as
well as stories by the following
contributors: S.F. Bennett,
William Todd, Geri Schear,
Susan Knight, David Marcum,
Bob Bishop, Tracy J. Revels,
Chris Chan, Richard Paolinelli,
Derrick Belanger, Stephen
Mason, Leslie Charteris and
Denis Green, Tim Symonds,

Liese Sherwood-Fabre, Ian
Ableson, Chris Chan, Mark
Mower, Robert Stapleton,
Roger Riccard, Kevin P.
Thornton, and Denis O. Smith,
and a poem by Christopher
James
Sherlock Holmes - Tangled
Skeins - Stories from the
Notebooks of Dr. John H.
Watson - David Marcum
2017-10-12
"As Doctor Watson writes in his
'Foreword': Holmes's cases
overlapped one another
considerably, often with the
next beginning while the
current was still in motion.
Some moved linearly from start
to finish without interruption,
while other stretched, a piece
here and a piece there, across
weeks, months or even years
and decades.... A few never
reached any conclusion at all.
... Watson chose the stories in
this collection to represent this
tangled skein." -- Jacket back.
The Collected Papers of
Sherlock Holmes - Volume 4 David Marcum 2022-05-18
At the age of ten in the
mid-1970’s, David Marcum
discovered Mr. Sherlock
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Holmes, and from that point,
he knew that the original 60
Canonical adventures would
never be enough. This, coupled
with his life-long desire to
write, meant that eventually he
would find a way to add new
stories to The Great Holmes
Tapestry. The years passed,
and David collected, read, and
chronologicized literally
thousands of traditional
Canonical Sherlockian
pastiches. Then, in 2008, with
time on his hands while laid off
from his civil engineering job
during the Great Recession,
David finally found his way to
Watson’s Tin Dispatch Box,
producing The Papers of
Sherlock Holmes. These first
nine short stories originally sat
on a shelf in his Holmes book
collection before he eventually
decided to share them with
others. That first collection was
initially published by a small
press in 2011, and then in 2013
by the premiere Sherlockian
publisher, MX Publishing – and
after that, there was no turning
back. Since then, in addition to
editing over 60 volumes (most
of which are Sherlockian

anthologies), David has written
and published over 80
Sherlockian adventures in a
variety of anthologies and
magazines. Now these are
being collected – along with a
few others that haven’t been
seen before. These first five
volumes contain the majority of
David’s Holmesian stories – so
far, with additional adventures
to be collected and published
as part of this ongoing series in
2022. Join us as we return to
Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, the man
described by the estimable Dr.
Watson as “the best and wisest
. . . whom I have ever known.”
The game is afoot! Volume IV –
Narratives (19 Holmes
Adventures) The London Wheel
The Two Different Women The
Coffee House Girl The
Regressive Man The Gordon
Square Discovery The Secret in
Lowndes Court The Sunderland
Tragedies No Good Deed The
Dorset Square Business The
Brook Street Mystery The
Colchester Experiment The
Keeper’s Tale The Village on
the Cliff The Tuefel Murders
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The Unpleasant Affair in
Clipstone Street The Lincoln
Street Minister The Tea
Merchant’s Dilemma The
Dowser’s Discovery The
Triangle of Death
The Collected Papers of
Sherlock Holmes - Volume 2
- David Marcum 2021-11-15
At the age of ten in the
mid-1970's, David Marcum
discovered Mr. Sherlock
Holmes, and from that point,
he knew that the original 60
Canonical adventures would
never be enough. This, coupled
with his life-long desire to
write, meant that eventually he
would find a way to add new
stories to The Great Holmes
Tapestry. The years passed,
and David collected, read, and
chronologicized literally
thousands of traditional
Canonical Sherlockian
pastiches. Then, in 2008, with
time on his hands while laid off
from his civil engineering job
during the Great Recession,
David finally found his way to
Watson's Tin Dispatch Box,
producing The Papers of
Sherlock Holmes. These first
nine short stories originally sat

on a shelf in his Holmes book
collection before he eventually
decided to share them with
others. That first collection was
initially published by a small
press in 2011, and then in 2013
by the premiere Sherlockian
publisher, MX Publishing - and
after that, there was no turning
back. Since then, in addition to
editing over 60 volumes (most
of which are Sherlockian
anthologies), David has written
and published over 80
Sherlockian adventures in a
variety of anthologies and
magazines. Now these are
being collected - along with a
few others that haven't been
seen before. These first five
volumes contain the majority of
David's Holmesian stories - so
far, with additional adventures
to be collected and published
as part of this ongoing series in
2022. Join us as we return to
Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, the man
described by the estimable Dr.
Watson as "the best and wisest
. . . whom I have ever known."
The game is afoot! Volume II Records (5 Short Stories and a
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Novel) Sherlock Holmes Tangled Skeins The Mystery at
Kerrett's Rood The Curious
Incident of the Goat-Cart Man
The Matter of Boz's Last Letter
The Tangled Skein at Birling
Gap The Gower Street Murder
and Sherlock Holmes and The
Eye of Heka (A Novel)
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories - Part XV David Marcum 2019-07-17
In 1881, a weary doctor wounded while serving in the
military in Afghanistan returned to London, only to be
introduced to a most unusual
young man who was already
making a name for himself as
the world’s first consulting
detective. At that time, the
young man and his unique
colleague were only just in
their late twenties, unaware of
their legendary futures... but
they would go on to become
two of the most famous and
recognizable figures in the
world: Sherlock Holmes and
Dr. John H. Watson. In 1887,
Holmes and Watson’s first
investigation as a team - A
Study in Scarlet - was
published. The Sign of Four

followed in 1890, and then, in
1891, the world was electrified
with the publication of The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
in the newly-formed Strand
Magazine... and the world
would never be the same!
Through the remainder of the
nineteenth Century and all the
way through the twentieth,
Holmes and Watson’s fame
would grow. We’re now well
into the twenty-first century,
yet the much-loved duo are just
as popular today - if not even
more so. In 2015, The MX Book
of New Sherlock Holmes
Stories burst upon the scene,
featuring stories set within the
canon’s correct time period,
written by the very best of
today’s Sherlockian authors
from around the world. That
first anthology, spread over
three huge volumes, contained
sixty-three stories and was the
largest collection of its kind
assembled at the time.
Response was immediately and
overwhelmingly positive, and
soon there were calls from fans
for additional collections. Over
150 contributors so far have
joined together from around
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the world to produce well over
three hundred new adventures
to honour Sherlock Holmes, the
man described by Watson as
“the best and wisest whom I
have ever known.” We now
proudly present Parts XIII, XIV,
and XV, three volumes which
break the record of the initial
triple offering, with an
incredible sixty-six new
adventures featuring the
eternal duo Watson and
Holmes. *** Part XV in the
popular MX series of new
Sherlock Holmes stories
features contributions from
Mark Mower, Thomas
Fortenberry, Robert Perret,
Tracy J. Revels, Robert
Stapleton, Peter Coe Verbica,
Maurice Barkley, Edwin A.
Enstrom, William Todd, Roger
Riccard, Kelvin I. Jones, Arthur
Hall, Jack Grochot, David
Marcum, Dick Gillman, Will
Murray, Tim Symonds, Mike
Hogan, Leslie Charteris, Denis
Green, Ian Dickerson, Nick
Cardillo, Darryl Webber, with
forewords from David Marcum,
Will Thomas, Roger Johnson,
Steve Emecz and Melissa
Grigsby, and two poems from

Christopher James.
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories - Part XII David Marcum 2021-05-11
Part XII: 1894-1902 features
contributions from C.H. Dye,
David Marcum, Thomas
Fortenberry, Daniel D. Victor,
Nik Morton, Craig Janacek, S.
Subramanian, Jim French,
Robert Stapleton, Nick
Cardillo, Paul D. Gilbert, Mike
Hogan, Derrick Belanger, John
Linwood Grant, Mark Mower,
Jane Rubino, and Arthur Hall,
and a poem by "Anon." 34 new
traditional Holmes adventures
in two simultaneously
published volumes
"Somewhere in the vaults of
the bank of Cox and Co., at
Charing Cross, there is a
travel-worn and battered tin
dispatch box with my name,
John H. Watson, M.D., Late
Indian Army, painted upon the
lid. It is crammed with papers,
nearly all of which are records
of cases to illustrate the
curious problems which Mr.
Sherlock Holmes had at
various times to examine..." Dr. John H. Watson So wrote
Dr. Watson in "The Problem of
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Thor Bridge" - and ever since,
Sherlockians have been
bringing us new adventures
from this legendary tin
dispatch box. While his original
Literary Agent only edited the
pitifully few sixty stories that
make up the original Canon,
there have since been literally
thousands of traditional
adventures about the true
Sherlock Holmes - and there
will never be enough!
Throughout the original
Holmes Canon, there were
hints and teases of other
intriguing cases - The Giant Rat
of Sumatra... The Abernetty
Tragedy... The Manor House
Case. Watson mentions well
over one-hundred of these,
which have collectively come to
be known as The Untold Cases.
Now, the latest MX anthologies
present thirty-four of those
adventures in two
simultaneously published
volumes, with all royalties
going to support the Stepping
Stones School at Undershaw,
one of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle’s former homes. Join us
as we return to Baker Street
and discover more authentic

adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as "the
best and wisest... whom I have
ever known." Each volume
contains forwards by Lyndsay
Faye, Roger Johnson, Melissa
Grigsby, Steve Emecz, and
David Marcum.
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories Part I - David
Marcum 2017-03-21
Part One of a record breaking
three-volume collection,
bringing together over sixty of
the world’s leading Sherlock
Holmes authors. All the stories
are traditional Sherlock
Holmes pastiches. This volume
covers the years from 1881 to
1889, including contributions
from:John Hall, Hugh Ashton,
Adrian Middleton, David
Marcum, Jayantika Ganguly,
Denis O. Smith, Amy Thomas,
Kevin David Barratt, Luke
Benjamen Kuhns, Summer
Perkins, Deanna Baran, Shane
Simmons, C.H. Dye, Mark
Mower, Derrick Belanger ,
Daniel D. Victor, Steve
Mountain, Stephen Wade, John
Heywood, Will Thomas, Daniel
McGachey, Martin Rosenstock,
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Craig Janacek, (and a poem
from Michael Kurland). The
authors are donating all the
royalties from the collection to
preservation projects at Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle’s former
home, Undershaw.
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XXVI - David Marcum
2021-09-27
Featuring Contributions by:
Marcia Wilson, Peter Coe
Verbica, Margaret Walsh,
James Gelter, Naching T.
Kassa, DJ Tyrer, Ian Ableson,
Kevin P. Thornton, David
Marcum, Adrian Middleton,
Dick Gillman, Geri Schear,
Mark Mower, Susan Knight,
Frank Schildiner, Arthur Hall,
Harry DeMaio, Mike Hogan,
Anthony Gurney, James
Moffett, I.A. Watson, and
forewords by Peter Lovesey,
Roger Johnson, Steve Emecz,
and David Marcum Here,
though the world explode,
these two survive, And it is
always eighteen-ninety-five. So
wrote Sherlockian Vincent
Starrett in his 1942 poem
221b, soon after the United
States entered World War II.

Even as those years brought
terrible challenges, so too has
2020 been a year of great
testing for so many of us, as a
global pandemic rages and
good people are called to stand
against evil. For Sherlockians,
comfort can be found in
climbing those seventeen stairs
to the Baker Street sitting
room, where it is always
eighteen-ninety-five - or a few
decades on either side of it. In
2015, the first three volumes of
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories arrived,
containing over 60 stories in
the true traditional Canonical
manner. That was the largest
collection of new Holmes
stories ever assembled, and
originally planned to be a onetime event. But readers wanted
more, and the contributors had
more stories from Watson's Tin
Dispatch Box, so the fun
continued. Now, with the
release of Parts XXV, XXVI, and
XXVII, the series has grown to
nearly 600 new Holmes
adventures by almost 200
contributors from around with
world. Since the beginning, all
contributor royalties go to the
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Stepping Stones School for
special needs children at
Undershaw, one of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's former homes,
and to date the project has
raised over $75,000 for the
school. As has become the
tradition, this new collection
features Holmes and Watson
carrying out their masterful
investigations from the early
days of their friendship in
Baker Street to the post-War
years during Holmes's
retirement. Join us as we
return to Baker Street and
discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as "the
best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known." 59 new
traditional Holmes adventures
in three simultaneously
published volumes The game is
afoot! All author royalties from
this collection are being
donated by the writers for the
benefit of the preservation of
Undershaw, one of the former
homes of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle.
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories -

Part XVI - David Marcum
2019-11-25
In 2015, The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories burst
upon the scene, featuring
adventures set within the
correct time period, and
written by many of today's
leading Sherlockian authors
from around the world. Those
first three volumes were
overwhelmingly received, and
there were soon calls for
additional collections. Since
then, their popularity has only
continued to grow. And now we
present a new three-volume
set. Like 2017's two-volumes
set, Eliminate the Impossible,
this new collection, Whatever
Remains . . . Must Be the Truth
features tales of Holmes's
encounters with seemingly
impossible events – ghosts and
hauntings, cults and curses,
mythical beasts and mediums,
angels and demons, and more.
In "The Sussex Vampire",
Holmes tells Watson: "This
agency stands flat-footed upon
the ground, and there it must
remain. The world is big
enough for us. No ghosts need
apply." In each of the stories
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presented in this huge threevolume collection, Holmes
approaches the varied
problems with one of his
favorite maxims firmly in place:
". . . . When you have
eliminated the impossible
whatever remains, however
improbable, must be the truth .
. . ." But what, exactly, is the
truth? A Study in Scarlet, the
first recorded adventure of
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John
H. Watson, was first published
in 1887. What an amazing
journey the years since then
have been! In addition to the
pitifully few sixty tales
originally presented in The
Canon, published between
1887 and 1927, there have
been literally thousands of
additional Holmes adventures
in the form of books, short
stories, radio and television
episodes, movies, manuscripts,
comics, and fan fiction. And
yet, for those who are true
friends and admirers of the
Master Detective of Baker
Street, where it is always 1895
(or a few decades on either
side of that!) these stories are
not enough. Give us more! The

forty-nine stories in these three
companion volumes represent
some of the finest new
Holmesian storytelling to be
found, and honor the man
described by Watson as "the
best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known." All royalties
from this collection are being
donated by the writers for the
benefit of the preservation of
Undershaw, one of the former
homes of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. Part XVI – Whatever
Remains Must Be the Truth
(1881-1890) features
contributions by: Derrick
Belanger, Mark Sohn, Tracy J.
Revels, Brenda Seabrooke,
Kevin Thornton, Andrew
Bryant, Josh Anderson & David
Friend, David Marcum, I.A.
Watson, Arthur Hall, Tim
Gambrell, Shane Simmons, Bob
Bishop, Mark Mower, Kelvin
Jones, and Jayantika Ganguly,
and with a poem by Josh
Pachter, and forewords by
David Marcum, Kareem AbdulJabbar, Roger Johnson, and
Steve Emecz.
Sherlock Holmes: Tales from
the Stranger's Room - Volume
3 - David Ruffle 2017-07-25
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Welcome back once more to
the Stranger's Room. The fire
is blazing so help yourself to a
brandy, pull up a chair to the
fire and enjoy these tales from
established and new Holmesian
writers. Encompassing as they
do tradition, humour and
quirkiness, there is something
for everyone. Enjoy! Featuring:
David Ruffle, Danielle
Gastineau, Soham Bagchi,
Robert Perret, Mark Mower,
David Marcum, Margaret
Walsh, Anna Lord, Arthur Hall,
Geri Schear, Jennifer Met, S F
Bennett, Craig Janacek.
Royalties from all the authors
are being donated to Stepping
Stones School at Undershaw.
Sherlock Holmes - Tangled
Skeins - David Marcum
2015-05-20
Sherlock Holmes's
investigations were not always
the neat and self-contained
stories that were presented for
publication. As Watson writes
in his "Foreword": Holmes's
cases overlapped one another
considerably, often with the
next beginning while the
current was still in motion.
Some moved linearly from start

to finish without interruption,
while others stretched, a piece
here and a piece there, across
weeks, months, or even years
and decades. There are cases
from the past that resonated
into the present, or times when
Holmes's path was detoured
from the middle of one case
into a completely different
matter without warning. A few
never reached any conclusion
at all. Sometimes ... Holmes
would find himself surrounded
by the returning ripples of a
matter that he had believed to
be concluded years earlier,
with the guilty miscreant
supposedly far behind
him.Watson chose the stories
in this collection to represent
this tangled skein. Join us as
we ascend the seventeen steps
to the sitting room at 221b
Baker Street, discovering cases
that range from Holmes's
earliest days in practice to his
activities during his supposed
retirement on the South Downs
of Sussex. The game is afoot!
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories Part III - David
Marcum 2015-11-16
Part Three of a record breaking
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three-volume collection,
bringing together over sixty of
the world’s leading Sherlock
Holmes authors. All the stories
are traditional Sherlock
Holmes pastiches. This volume
covers the years from 1896 to
1929, including contributions
from:Geri Schear, Paul D.
Gilbert, Stuart Douglas, Lyn
McConchie, Phil Growick,
Seamus Duffy, Leslie FE
Coombs, Mark Alberstat, GC
Rosenquist, Iain McLaughlin
and Claire Bartlett, Andrew
Lane, Peter K. Andersson,
Matthew J. Elliott, Jim French,
Bob Byrne, James Lovegrove,
Tim Symonds, Larry Millett,
Kim Krisco, C. Edward Davis,
Joel and Carolyn Senter, (and
two poems by Bonnie
MacBird). The authors are
donating all the royalties from
the collection to preservation
projects at Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle’s former home,
Undershaw.
Sherlock Holmes and the
Eye of Heka - David Marcum
2022-02-22
January 1888: Dr. John H.
Watson has returned to 221b
Baker Street, just weeks after a

personal tragedy has left him
bereaved and bereft. Feeling
like a broken man, his plans
and dreams lying in ruin, he
slowly tries to make his way
forward, with the help of
Sherlock Holmes and Mrs.
Hudson. Unexpectedly, he finds
himself standing in the path of
a madman - who suddenly and
irrationally blames Watson for
his apparent defeat.
Meanwhile, Holmes has tried
to distract his grief-stricken
friend by telling stories of his
past cases, including how, a
decade before, he recovered a
mysterious relic - The Eye of
Heka - stolen from the British
Museum. But Holmes’s plan to
show Watson this unique and
ancient idol goes suddenly and
terribly wrong as both are
swept into a series of events,
one tumbling rapidly upon
another, that lead to thefts,
murders, and possibly a war
that might quickly escalate to
draw in nations from most of
the world. And always there is
the madman in the shadows waiting for his next chance to
attack . . . . From The
Notebooks of Dr. John H.
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Watson comes another story by
Sherlockian David Marcum,
author of over eighty
traditional Holmes pastiches,
including those collected in
The Papers of Sherlock
Holmes, Sherlock Holmes and
A Quantity of Debt, and
Sherlock Holmes - Tangled
Skeins. Join us as we return to
Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, the man
described by the estimable Dr.
Watson as “the best and wisest
. . . whom I have ever known.”
The game is afoot!
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XXIX - David Marcum
2022-02-10
Featuring Contributions by: Ian
Ableson, Wayne Anderson,
David Marcum, Gordon
Linzner, Barry Clay, Derrick
Belanger, Wayne Anderson,
Harry DeMaio, Craig Stephen
Copland, Matthew White, I.A.
Watson, Paul Gilbert, Arthur
Hall, Marcia Wilson, Margaret
Walsh, Frank Schildiner, Dan
Rowley, and Tracy J. Revels,
and forewords by Nancy
Holder, Roger Johnson, Steve

Emecz, and David Marcum
“Somewhere in the vaults of
the bank of Cox and Co., at
Charing Cross, there is a
travel-worn and battered tin
dispatch box with my name,
John H. Watson, M.D., Late
Indian Army, painted upon the
lid. It is crammed with papers,
nearly all of which are records
of cases to illustrate the
curious problems which Mr.
Sherlock Holmes had at
various times to examine . . . .”
- Dr. John H. Watson So wrote
Dr. Watson in “The Problem of
Thor Bridge” - and ever since,
Sherlockians have been
bringing us new adventures
from this legendary tin
dispatch box. While Watson’s
original First Literary Agent
only edited the pitifully few
sixty stories that make up the
original Canon, there have
since been literally thousands
of traditional adventures about
the true Sherlock Holmes - and
there will never be enough! In
2015, The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories burst
upon the scene, featuring
adventures set within the
correct time period, and
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written by many of today’s
leading Sherlockian authors
from around the world. Those
first three volumes were
overwhelmingly received, and
there were soon calls for
additional collections. Since
then, their popularity has only
continued to grow. In Fall
2016, the series presented its
first “themed” collection - Part
V: Christmas Adventures containing 30 new adventures
that proved to be extremely
and enduringly popular. With
that in mind, we now revisit
that season, with 57 more
Christmas Adventures, ranging
from a consequential case that
occurred when Holmes was
still a teenager, to another in
the late 1920’s when Holmes in retirement - was still at the
top of his game. The fifty-seven
stories in these three
companion volumes are a
thrilling mix of mysteries,
whatever the season. Some are
directly involved with
Christmas, while others occur
during and in around that
season. These represent some
of the finest new Holmesian
storytelling to be found by the

best pasticheurs, and once
again they honor the man
described by Watson as “the
best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known.” 57 new
traditional Holmes adventures
in three simultaneously
published volumes The game is
afoot! All royalties from this
collection are being donated by
the writers for the benefit of
the preservation of Undershaw,
one of the former homes of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle.
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories
Part XXVIII - David Marcum
2022-02-09
Featuring Contributions by:
Deanna Baran, Mark Mower,
Thomas A. Turley, Will Murray,
Brenda Seabrooke, Tim
Gambrell, Thomas A. Burns, Jr.,
Amy Thomas, David Marcum,
Jeffrey A. Lockwood, John
Lawrence, Martin Daley, Dick
Gillman, Liz Hedgecock, Paul
Hiscock, Mike Hogan, Stephen
Herczeg, and Roger Riccard,
and forewords by Nancy
Holder, Roger Johnson, Steve
Emecz, and David Marcum
“Somewhere in the vaults of
the bank of Cox and Co., at
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Charing Cross, there is a
travel-worn and battered tin
dispatch box with my name,
John H. Watson, M.D., Late
Indian Army, painted upon the
lid. It is crammed with papers,
nearly all of which are records
of cases to illustrate the
curious problems which Mr.
Sherlock Holmes had at
various times to examine...” –
Dr. John H. Watson So wrote
Dr. Watson in “The Problem of
Thor Bridge” – and ever since,
Sherlockians have been
bringing us new adventures
from this legendary tin
dispatch box. While Watson’s
original First Literary Agent
only edited the pitifully few
sixty stories that make up the
original Canon, there have
since been literally thousands
of traditional adventures about
the true Sherlock Holmes – and
there will never be enough! In
2015, The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories burst
upon the scene, featuring
adventures set within the
correct time period, and
written by many of today’s
leading Sherlockian authors
from around the world. Those

first three volumes were
overwhelmingly received, and
there were soon calls for
additional collections. Since
then, their popularity has only
continued to grow. In Fall
2016, the series presented its
first “themed” collection – Part
V: Christmas Adventures –
containing 30 new adventures
that proved to be extremely
and enduringly popular. With
that in mind, we now revisit
that season, with 57 more
Christmas Adventures, ranging
from a consequential case that
occurred when Holmes was
still a teenager, to another in
the late 1920’s when Holmes –
in retirement – was still at the
top of his game. The fifty-seven
stories in these three
companion volumes are a
thrilling mix of mysteries,
whatever the season. Some are
directly involved with
Christmas, while others occur
during and in around that
season. These represent some
of the finest new Holmesian
storytelling to be found by the
best pasticheurs, and once
again they honor the man
described by Watson as “the
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best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known.” 57 new
traditional Holmes adventures
in three simultaneously
published volumes The game is
afoot! All royalties from this
collection are being donated by
the writers for the benefit of
the preservation of Undershaw,
one of the former homes of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle.
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories - Part XIV David Marcum 2019-07-08
In 1881, a weary doctor wounded while serving in the
military in Afghanistan returned to London, only to be
introduced to a most unusual
young man who was already
making a name for himself as
the world’s first consulting
detective. At that time, the
young man and his unique
colleague were only just in
their late twenties, unaware of
their legendary futures... but
they would go on to become
two of the most famous and
recognizable figures in the
world: Sherlock Holmes and
Dr. John H. Watson. In 1887,
Holmes and Watson’s first
investigation as a team - A

Study in Scarlet - was
published. The Sign of Four
followed in 1890, and then, in
1891, the world was electrified
with the publication of The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
in the newly-formed Strand
Magazine... and the world
would never be the same!
Through the remainder of the
nineteenth Century and all the
way through the twentieth,
Holmes and Watson’s fame
would grow. We’re now well
into the twenty-first century,
yet the much-loved duo are just
as popular today - if not even
more so. In 2015, The MX Book
of New Sherlock Holmes
Stories burst upon the scene,
featuring stories set within the
canon’s correct time period,
written by the very best of
today’s Sherlockian authors
from around the world. That
first anthology, spread over
three huge volumes, contained
sixty-three stories and was the
largest collection of its kind
assembled at the time.
Response was immediately and
overwhelmingly positive, and
soon there were calls from fans
for additional collections. Over
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150 contributors so far have
joined together from around
the world to produce well over
three hundred new adventures
to honour Sherlock Holmes, the
man described by Watson as
“the best and wisest whom I
have ever known.” We now
proudly present Parts XIII, XIV,
and XV, three volumes which
break the record of the initial
triple offering, with an
incredible sixty-six new
adventures featuring the
eternal duo Watson and
Holmes. *** Part XIV in the
popular MX series of new
Sherlock Holmes stories
features contributions from
Charles Veley and Anna Elliott,
Mark Sohn, David Marcum, S.
Subramanian, Roger Riccard,
Marcia Wilson, Tracy J. Revels,
Arthur Hall, GC Rosenquist,
Edwin A. Enstrom, Jayantika
Ganguly, C.H. Dye, Matthew
Booth, Stephen Herczeg, Geri
Schear, Liz Hedgecock, Carl
Heifetz, Gayle Lange Puhl,
Harry DeMaio, I.A. Watson,
and Thomas A Burns, Jr., with
forewords from David Marcum,
Will Thomas, Roger Johnson,
Steve Emecz, Melissa Grigsby

and a poem by Jacquelynn
Morris.
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XIII - David Marcum
2019-05-15
In 1881, a weary doctor wounded while serving in the
military in Afghanistan returned to London, only to be
introduced to a most unusual
young man who was already
making a name for himself as
the world’s first consulting
detective. At that time, the
young man and his unique
colleague were only just in
their late twenties, unaware of
their legendary futures... but
they would go on to become
two of the most famous and
recognizable figures in the
world: Sherlock Holmes and
Dr. John H. Watson. In 1887,
Holmes and Watson’s first
investigation as a team - A
Study in Scarlet - was
published. The Sign of Four
followed in 1890, and then, in
1891, the world was electrified
with the publication of The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
in the newly-formed Strand
Magazine... and the world
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would never be the same!
Through the remainder of the
nineteenth Century and all the
way through the twentieth,
Holmes and Watson’s fame
would grow. We’re now well
into the twenty-first century,
yet the much-loved duo are just
as popular today - if not even
more so. In 2015, The MX Book
of New Sherlock Holmes
Stories burst upon the scene,
featuring stories set within the
canon’s correct time period,
written by the very best of
today’s Sherlockian authors
from around the world. That
first anthology, spread over
three huge volumes, contained
sixty-three stories and was the
largest collection of its kind
assembled at the time.
Response was immediately and
overwhelmingly positive, and
soon there were calls from fans
for additional collections. Over
150 contributors so far have
joined together from around
the world to produce well over
three hundred new adventures
to honour Sherlock Holmes, the
man described by Watson as
“the best and wisest whom I
have ever known.” We now

proudly present Parts XIII, XIV,
and XV, three volumes which
break the record of the initial
triple offering, with an
incredible sixty-six new
adventures featuring the
eternal duo Watson and
Holmes. *** Part XIII in the
popular MX series of new
Sherlock Holmes stories
features contributions from
Derrick Belanger, Mark
Mower, Brenda Seabrook,
David Marcum, Robert
Stapleton, S.F. Bennett, Edwin
A. Enstrom, M.J.H. Simmonds,
Andrew Bryant, Tim Gambrell,
Tracy Revels, Hugh Ashton,
Sean M. Wright, Marino C.
Alvarez, Paul Hiscock, Arthur
Hall, Kevin P. Thornton,
Stephen Seitz, Jim French,
David Friend, Shane Simmons,
Peter Coe Verbica, and Mark
Wardecker with a Poem by
Jacquelynn Morris and
Forewords by Will Thomas,
Roger Johnson, Melissa
Grigsby, Steve Emecz and
David Marcum
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XI - David Marcum
2021-05-11
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Part XI: 1880-1891 includes
contributions from Jayantika
Ganguly, Will Murray, Tracy
Revels, Hugh Ashton, Matthew
Simmonds, David Ruffle, Paul
W. Nash, Mike Hogan, Craig
Stephen Copland, Gayle Lange
Puhl, Deanna Baran, Leslie
Charteris and Denis Green,
Roger Riccard, Robert Perret,
Kevin P. Thornton, Stephen
Herczeg, and M.A. Wilson and
Richard Dean Starr, and a
poem by Arlene Mantin Levy
and Mark Levy. 34 new
traditional Holmes adventures
in two simultaneously
published volumes
"Somewhere in the vaults of
the bank of Cox and Co., at
Charing Cross, there is a
travel-worn and battered tin
dispatch box with my name,
John H. Watson, M.D., Late
Indian Army, painted upon the
lid. It is crammed with papers,
nearly all of which are records
of cases to illustrate the
curious problems which Mr.
Sherlock Holmes had at
various times to examine..." Dr. John H. Watson So wrote
Dr. Watson in "The Problem of
Thor Bridge" and ever since,

Sherlockians have been
bringing us new adventures
from this legendary tin
dispatch box. While his original
Literary Agent only edited the
pitifully few sixty stories that
make up the original Canon,
there have since been literally
thousands of traditional
adventures about the true
Sherlock Holmes - and there
will never be enough!
Throughout the original
Holmes Canon, there were
hints and teases of other
intriguing cases - The Giant Rat
of Sumatra... The Abernetty
Tragedy... The Manor House
Case. Watson mentions well
over one-hundred of these,
which have collectively come to
be known as The Untold Cases.
Now, the latest MX anthologies
present thirty-four of those
adventures in two
simultaneously published
volumes, with all royalties
going to support the Stepping
Stones School at Undershaw,
one of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
former homes. Join us as we
return to Baker Street and
discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
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Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as "the
best and wisest... whom I have
ever known." Each volume
contains forwards by Lyndsay
Faye, Roger Johnson, Melissa
Grigsby, Steve Emecz, and
David Marcum.
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories - Part XXXI David Marcum 2022-05-06
Part XXXI featuring
contributions from: Sean
Wright, John Lawrence, I.A.
Watson, Kevin Patrick McCann,
Arthur Hall, Tim Symonds,
Tracy J. Revels, Susan Knight,
Hal Glatzer, Thomas Burns,
Geri Schear, David Marcum,
Robert Stapleton, Gordon
Linzner, David MacGregor,
Terry Golledge, DJ Tyrer,
Steven Herczeg, Dan Rowley, a
poem by Kelvin I. Jones, and
forewords by Jeffrey Hatcher,
Roger Johnson, Emma West,
Steve Emecz, and David
Marcum Parts XXXI, XXXII, and
XXXIII 2022 Annual 61 New
Holmes Adventures Collected
in Three Companion Volumes.
In 2015, the first three volumes
of The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories

arrived, containing over 60
stories in the true traditional
Canonical manner, revisiting
Holmes and Watson in those
days where it is “always 1895”
. . . or a few decades on either
side of that. That was the
largest collection of new
Holmes stories ever assembled,
and originally planned to be a
one-time event. But readers
wanted more, and the
contributors had more stories
from Watson’s Tin Dispatch
Box, so the fun continued.
Now, with the release of Parts
XXXI, XXXII, and XXXIII, the
series has grown to nearly 700
new Holmes adventures by
over 200 contributors from
around with world. Since the
beginning, all contributor
royalties have gone to the
Undershaw school (formerly
Stepping Stones) for special
needs children at Undershaw,
one of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle’s former homes, and to
date the project has raised
nearly $100,000 for the school
– as well as helping provide a
world-wide awareness of its
mission. As has become the
tradition, this new collection of
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61 adventures features Holmes
and Watson carrying out their
masterful investigations from
the early days of their
friendship in Baker Street to
the post-War years during
Holmes’s retirement. Along the
way they are involved in
dozens of fascinating
mysteries, all progressing
along completely unexpected
lines. Join us as we return to
Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, described by
the estimable Dr. Watson as
“the best and wisest . . . whom
I have ever known.” 61 new
traditional Holmes adventures
in three simultaneously
published volumes The game is
afoot! All royalties from this
collection are being donated by
the writers for the benefit of
the preservation of Undershaw,
one of the former homes of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle.
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XVIII - David Marcum
2020-03-03
In 2015, The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories burst
upon the scene, featuring

adventures set within the
correct time period, and
written by many of today's
leading Sherlockian authors
from around the world. Those
first three volumes were
overwhelmingly received, and
there were soon calls for
additional collections. Since
then, their popularity has only
continued to grow. And now we
present a new three-volume
set. Like 2017's two-volumes
set, Eliminate the Impossible,
this new collection, Whatever
Remains ... Must Be the Truth
features tales of Holmes's
encounters with seemingly
impossible events - ghosts and
hauntings, cults and curses,
mythical beasts and mediums,
angels and demons, and more.
In "The Sussex Vampire",
Holmes tells Watson: "This
agency stands flat-footed upon
the ground, and there it must
remain. The world is big
enough for us. No ghosts need
apply." In each of the stories
presented in this huge threevolume collection, Holmes
approaches the varied
problems with one of his
favorite maxims firmly in place:
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"...When you have eliminated
the impossible whatever
remains, however improbable,
must be the truth..." But what,
exactly, is the truth? A Study in
Scarlet, the first recorded
adventure of Sherlock Holmes
and Dr. John H. Watson, was
first published in 1887. What
an amazing journey the years
since then have been! In
addition to the pitifully few
sixty tales originally presented
in The Canon, published
between 1887 and 1927, there
have been literally thousands
of additional Holmes
adventures in the form of
books, short stories, radio and
television episodes, movies,
manuscripts, comics, and fan
fiction. And yet, for those who
are true friends and admirers
of the Master Detective of
Baker Street, where it is
always 1895 (or a few decades
on either side of that!) these
stories are not enough. Give us
more! The forty-nine stories in
these three companion volumes
represent some of the finest
new Holmesian storytelling to
be found, and honor the man
described by Watson as "the

best and wisest ... whom I have
ever known." All royalties from
this collection are being
donated by the writers for the
benefit of the preservation of
Undershaw, one of the former
homes of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. Part XVIII - Whatever
Remains Must Be the Truth
(1899-1925) features
contributions by: Thomas A.
Burns, Jr., Roger Silverwood,
Robert Stapleton, Craig
Janacek, Gareth Tilley, Paul
Hiscock, Arthur Hall, M.J.
Elliott, Harry DeMaio, Tom
Turley, Tracy J. Revels, Kelvin
Jones, Matthew White, David
Marcum, Nick Cardillo, and
S.F. Bennett, with a poem by
Christopher James, and
forewords by David Marcum,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Roger
Johnson, and Steve Emecz
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XXI - David Marcum
2020-07-09
In 2015, the first three volumes
of The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories
arrived, containing over 60
stories in the true traditional
Canonical manner, revisiting
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Holmes and Watson in those
days where it is "always 1895"
... or a few decades on either
side of that. That was the
largest collection of new
Holmes stories ever assembled,
and originally planned to be a
one-time event. But readers
wanted more, and the
contributors had more stories
from Watson's Tin Dispatch
Box, so the fun continued.
Now, with the release of Parts
XIX, XX, and XXI, the series
has grown to over 450 new
Holmes adventures by nearly
200 contributors from around
the world. Since the beginning,
all contributor royalties go to
the Stepping Stones School for
special needs children at
Undershaw, one of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's former homes,
and to date the project has
raised nearly $60,000 for the
school. As has become the
tradition, this new collection of
64 adventures features Holmes
and Watson carrying out their
masterful investigations from
the early days of their
friendship in Baker Street to
the post-War years during
Holmes's retirement. Along the

way they are involved in some
fascinating mysteries - some
relating Untold Cases, others
sequels to Canonical
adventures, and a number
progressing along completely
unexpected lines. Join us as we
return to Baker Street and
discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as "the
best and wisest ... whom I have
ever known." Featuring - R.K.
Radek, Arthur Hall, DJ Tyrer,
David L. Leal, Paula Hammond,
Jayantika Ganguly, Bob Byrne,
Geri Schear, Stephen Mason,
David Marcum, Mark Mower,
Peter Coe Verbica, Hugh
Ashton, Leslie Charteris and
Denis Green, Jane Rubino, Dick
Gillman, Derrick Belanger,
Michael Mallory, and John
Lawrence, with a poem by
Joseph W. Svec III, and
forewords by John Lescroart,
Roger Johnson, Lizzy Butler,
Steve Emecz, and David
Marcum.
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part VII - David Marcum
2017-10-24
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Part VII - Eliminate the
Impossible: 1880-1891 features
contributions by: Mark Mower,
Jan Edwards, Daniel D. Victor,
James Lovegrove, Gayle Lange
Puhl, Thomas Fortenberry,
Mike Hogan, Thomas A. Turley,
Adrian Middleton, James
Moffett, Hugh Ashton, Geri
Schear, S. Subramanian, John
Hall, Jayantika Ganguly, S.F.
Bennett, Steven Philip Jones,
Jim French, John Linwood
Grant, Mike Chinn, Robert V.
Stapleton, Charles Veley and
Anna Elliott, and Shane
Simmons, with a poem by
Jacquelynn Bost Morris, and
forewords by David Marcum,
Lee Child, Rand Lee, Michael
Cox, and Melissa Farnham. In
2015, The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories burst
upon the scene, featuring
adventures set within the
correct time period, and
written by many of today's
leading Sherlockian authors
from around the world. Those
first three volumes were
overwhelmingly received, and
there were soon calls for
additional collections. Since
then, their popularity has only

continued to grow, with six
volumes already released, and
now two more, Eliminate the
Impossible, featuring tales of
Holmes's encounters with
seemingly impossible events –
ghosts and hauntings, curses
and mythical beasts, and more.
In "The Sussex Vampire",
Holmes tells Watson: "This
agency stands flat-footed upon
the ground, and there it must
remain. The world is big
enough for us. No ghosts need
apply." In each of the stories
presented in this massive twovolume collection, Holmes
approaches the varied
problems with one of his
favorite maxims firmly in place:
"... when you have eliminated
the impossible whatever
remains, however improbable,
must be the truth..." But what,
exactly, is the truth? 2017 is
the 130th anniversary of the
publication of A Study in
Scarlet, the first recorded
adventure of Sherlock Holmes
and Dr. John H. Watson. What
an amazing journey it's been!
In addition to the pitifully few
sixty tales originally presented
in The Canon, published
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between 1887 and 1927, there
have been literally thousands
of additional Holmes
adventures in the form of
books, short stories, radio and
television episodes, movies,
manuscripts, comics, and fan
fiction. And yet, for those who
are true friends and admirers
of the Master Detective of
Baker Street, where it is
always 1895 (or a few decades
on either side of that!) these
stories are not enough. Give us
more! The forty-eight stories in
these two companion volumes
represent some of the finest
new Holmesian storytelling to
be found, and honor the man
described by Watson as "the
best and wisest... whom I have
ever known." All royalties from
this collection are being
donated by the writers for the
benefit of the preservation of
Undershaw, one of the former
homes of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle.
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XX - David Marcum
2020-07-08
In 2015, the first three volumes
of The MX Book of New

Sherlock Holmes Stories
arrived, containing over 60
stories in the true traditional
Canonical manner, revisiting
Holmes and Watson in those
days where it is "always 1895"
... or a few decades on either
side of that. That was the
largest collection of new
Holmes stories ever assembled,
and originally planned to be a
one-time event. But readers
wanted more, and the
contributors had more stories
from Watson's Tin Dispatch
Box, so the fun continued.
Now, with the release of Parts
XIX, XX, and XXI, the series
has grown to over 450 new
Holmes adventures by nearly
200 contributors from around
the world. Since the beginning,
all contributor royalties go to
the Stepping Stones School for
special needs children at
Undershaw, one of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's former homes,
and to date the project has
raised nearly $60,000 for the
school. As has become the
tradition, this new collection of
64 adventures features Holmes
and Watson carrying out their
masterful investigations from
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the early days of their
friendship in Baker Street to
the post-War years during
Holmes's retirement. Along the
way they are involved in some
fascinating mysteries - some
relating Untold Cases, others
sequels to Canonical
adventures, and a number
progressing along completely
unexpected lines. Join us as we
return to Baker Street and
discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as "the
best and wisest ... whom I have
ever known." Featuring Thomas Burns, Harry DeMaio,
Tracy Revels, Steven Philip
Jones, Mark Mower, Deanna
Baran, Steve Herczeg, David
Marcum, Arthur Hall, Will
Murray, Gayle Lange Puhl,
S.F.Bennett, Kevin Thornton,
Christopher Todd, Matthew J.
Elliott, Charles Veley and Anna
Elliott, I.A. Watson, Robert
Perret, Sonia Fetherston, and
Susan Knight, with a poem by
Jacquelynn Morris, and
forewords by John Lescroart,
Roger Johnson, Lizzy Butler,
Steve Emecz, and David

Marcum.
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XXXII - David Marcum
2022-05-18
Part XXXII featuring
contributions from: Hal
Glatzer, Arianna Fox, Terry
Golledge, David Marcum, Craig
Janacek, James Gelter, Mike
Hogan, Arthur Hall, Tracy J.
Revels, Will Murray, Roger
Riccard, Tim Symonds, Wayne
Anderson, Alan Dimes, Mike
Chinn, Paul Hiscock, Ian
Ableson, a poem by Kevin
Patrick McCann, and forewords
by Jeffrey Hatcher, Roger
Johnson, Emma West, Steve
Emecz, and David Marcum.
Parts XXXI, XXXII, and XXXIII
2022 Annual 61 New Holmes
Adventures Collected in Three
Companion Volumes. In 2015,
the first three volumes of The
MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories arrived,
containing over 60 stories in
the true traditional Canonical
manner, revisiting Holmes and
Watson in those days where it
is “always 1895” . . . or a few
decades on either side of that.
That was the largest collection
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of new Holmes stories ever
assembled, and originally
planned to be a one-time event.
But readers wanted more, and
the contributors had more
stories from Watson’s Tin
Dispatch Box, so the fun
continued. Now, with the
release of Parts XXXI, XXXII,
and XXXIII, the series has
grown to nearly 700 new
Holmes adventures by over 200
contributors from around with
world. Since the beginning, all
contributor royalties have gone
to the Undershaw school
(formerly Stepping Stones) for
special needs children at
Undershaw, one of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle’s former homes,
and to date the project has
raised nearly $100,000 for the
school – as well as helping
provide a world-wide
awareness of its mission. As
has become the tradition, this
new collection of 61
adventures features Holmes
and Watson carrying out their
masterful investigations from
the early days of their
friendship in Baker Street to
the post-War years during
Holmes’s retirement. Along the

way they are involved in
dozens of fascinating
mysteries, all progressing
along completely unexpected
lines. Join us as we return to
Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, described by
the estimable Dr. Watson as
“the best and wisest . . . whom
I have ever known.” 61 new
traditional Holmes adventures
in three simultaneously
published volumes The game is
afoot! All royalties from this
collection are being donated by
the writers for the benefit of
the preservation of Undershaw,
one of the former homes of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle.
The Collected Papers of
Sherlock Holmes - Volume 1
- David Marcum 2022-02-08
At the age of ten in the
mid-1970’s, David Marcum
discovered Mr. Sherlock
Holmes, and from that point,
he knew that the original 60
Canonical adventures would
never be enough. This, coupled
with his life-long desire to
write, meant that eventually he
would find a way to add new
stories to The Great Holmes
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Tapestry. The years passed,
and David collected, read, and
chronologicized literally
thousands of traditional
Canonical Sherlockian
pastiches. Then, in 2008, with
time on his hands while laid off
from his civil engineering job
during the Great Recession,
David finally found his way to
Watson’s Tin Dispatch Box,
producing The Papers of
Sherlock Holmes. These first
nine short stories originally sat
on a shelf in his Holmes book
collection before he eventually
decided to share them with
others. That first collection was
initially published by a small
press in 2011, and then in 2013
by the premiere Sherlockian
publisher, MX Publishing - and
after that, there was no turning
back. Since then, in addition to
editing over 60 volumes (most
of which are Sherlockian
anthologies), David has written
and published over 80
Sherlockian adventures in a
variety of anthologies and
magazines. Now these are
being collected - along with a
few others that haven’t been
seen before. These first five

volumes contain the majority of
David’s Holmesian stories - so
far, with additional adventures
to be collected and published
as part of this ongoing series in
2022. Join us as we return to
Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, the man
described by the estimable Dr.
Watson as “the best and wisest
. . . whom I have ever known.”
The game is afoot! Volume I Tales (9 Short Stories and a
Novel) The Papers of Sherlock
Holmes (9 Short Stories) The
Adventure of the Least Winning
Woman The Adventure of the
Treacherous Tea The Singular
Affair at Sissinghurst Castle
The Adventure of the Second
Chance The Haunting of Sutton
House The Adventure of the
Missing Missing Link The
Affair of The Brother’s Request
The Adventure of the
Madman’s Ceremony The
Adventure of the Other Brother
and Sherlock Holmes and A
Quantity of Debt (A Novel)
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories - Part X - David
Marcum 2018-04-20
Part X: 2018 Annual
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(1896-1916) features
contributions by: Mike Hogan,
Kelvin Jones, Jim French,
Arthur Hall, Steve Ehrman,
Greg Hatcher, Jayantika
Ganguly, Paul Freeman, Dick
Gillman, Maurice Barkley,
Daniel D. Victor, Martin
Rosenstock, Peter Coe Verbica,
Hugh Ashton, Will Murray,
Robert Perret, Thaddeus
Tuffentsamer, G.L. Schulze,
Tim Symonds, and a poem by
Derrick Belanger... and
Forewords in both volumes by
Nicholas Meyer, Roger
Johnson, and David Marcum.
Once again, the adventures of
Sherlock Holmes and Dr.
Watson continue in this
acclaimed anthology series,
with thirty-seven new tales
presented in two companion
volumes – more Holmes than
could fit into one book! In
2015, The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories was
first published, a huge threebook set featuring over sixty
new traditional Holmes
exploits, all set within the
correct time period. Soon, the
demand for even more
traditional Holmes adventures

led to further volumes. The
next year brought Part IV:
2016 Annual, and then Part V:
Christmas Adventures. In
spring 2017 there was Part VI:
2017 Annual, and that fall
revealed the massive twovolume set, Parts VII and VIII:
Eliminate the Impossible. Now
we present another two
simultaneous volumes, Parts IX
and X: 2018 Annual
(1879-1895) and (1896-1916).
There can be no argument that
Sherlock Holmes is one of the
most famous and recognizable
figures in the world. There
were only sixty narratives
brought to us by the original
Literary Agent, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. Clearly that is
not enough. Watson once wrote
that he kept his unpublished
cases in his old Tin Dispatch
Box. Now, with the publication
of these latest volumes, that
box has again been explored by
some of today’s best
Sherlockian writers, all of
whom are donating their
royalties from these
anthologies toward the
restoration of Undershaw, one
of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
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houses, and the location where
The Hound of the Baskervilles
and many later Holmes stories
were completed. Climb the
seventeen steps to the sitting
room at 221b Baker Street.
Sherlock Holmes and Doctor
Watson are waiting.... The
game is afoot!
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XIX - David Marcum
2020-06-25
In 2015, the first three volumes
of The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories
arrived, containing over 60
stories in the true traditional
Canonical manner, revisiting
Holmes and Watson in those
days where it is “always 1895”
... or a few decades on either
side of that. That was the
largest collection of new
Holmes stories ever assembled,
and originally planned to be a
one-time event. But readers
wanted more, and the
contributors had more stories
from Watson’s Tin Dispatch
Box, so the fun continued.
Now, with the release of Parts
XIX, XX, and XXI, the series
has grown to over 450 new

Holmes adventures by nearly
200 contributors from around
the world. Since the beginning,
all contributor royalties go to
the Stepping Stones School for
special needs children at
Undershaw, one of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle’s former homes,
and to date the project has
raised nearly $60,000 for the
school. As has become the
tradition, this new collection of
64 adventures features Holmes
and Watson carrying out their
masterful investigations from
the early days of their
friendship in Baker Street to
the post-War years during
Holmes’s retirement. Along the
way they are involved in some
fascinating mysteries – some
relating Untold Cases, others
sequels to Canonical
adventures, and a number
progressing along completely
unexpected lines. Join us as we
return to Baker Street and
discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as “the
best and wisest ... whom I have
ever known.” Featuring - Roger
Riccard, Matthew White, Kevin
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P. Thornton, Chris Chan, Nick
Cardillo, MJH Simmonds, Craig
Stephen Copland, Will Murray,
Ian Ableson, Thomas A. Turley,
David Marcum, Dick Gillman,
David Friend, Arthur Hall,
Brenda Seabrooke, James
Moffett, Robert Stapleton,
Andrew Bryant, Will Murray,
Andrew Bryant, Peter Coe
Verbica, Sean M. Wright, and
Tim Gambrell, with a poem by
Christopher James, and
forewords by John Lescroart,
Roger Johnson, Lizzy Butler,
Steve Emecz, and David
Marcum.
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories
Part V - David Marcum
2016-10-31
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories - Part V:
Christmas Adventures features
contributions by: Bob Byrne,
Derrick Belanger, Amy
Thomas, David Marcum, Denis
O. Smith, C.H. Dye, Marcia
Wilson, Julie McKuras, Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle, Bert
Coules, John Hall, Jim French,
S.F. Bennett, Narrelle M.
Harris, William Patrick
Maynard, Vincent W. Wright,

James Lovegrove, Arthur Hall,
Nicholas Utechin, Mike Chinn,
Tracy J. Revels, Roger Riccard,
Wendy C. Fries, Paul D.
Gilbert, Jan Edwards, Molly
Carr, S. Subramanian, Peter K.
Andersson, Matthew J. Elliott,
Hugh Ashton, and Mark
Mower, with a poem by Ashley
D. Polasek and forewords by
Jonathan Kellerman, Roger
Johnson, Steve Emecz, Melissa
Farnham, and David Marcum.
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories Part IV - David
Marcum 2016-04-18
In 2015, The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories burst
upon the scene, featuring over
sixty new traditional Sherlock
Holmes adventures, all set
within the correct time period,
and written by many of today’s
leading Sherlockian authors
from around the world. This
first anthology, spread over
three huge volumes, was the
largest collection of its kind
ever assembled in one place.
Response was immediately and
overwhelmingly positive, and
there were soon calls for
additional volumes. The result
is this new collection, the next
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in an ongoing series, featuring
twenty-two more Holmes
investigations. Since his first
appearance in print in 1887,
the popularity of Sherlock
Holmes has only increased.
Although originally chronicled
in just sixty exploits, the
number of additional Holmes
tales discovered since then is
literally in the tens of
thousands. Along with those
original narratives published
by Dr. Watson’s first literary
agent, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
countless other people have
managed to find their way to
Watson’s Tin Dispatch Box in
order to reveal more exciting
cases featuring the Great
Detective. These accounts
stretch from one of Holmes’s
earliest cases, later recounted
to Watson as they sit by the fire
in the Baker Street sitting
room, to an adventure just
before Holmes’s retirement
that affects both the ancient
history and the very future of
England. These and all the
other excellent tales contained
in this volume represent some
of the finest new Holmesian
storytelling to be found, and

honor the man described by
Watson as “the best and wisest
... whom I have ever known.”
This anthology features
contributions by: Derrick
Belanger, Deanna Baran,
Daniel D. Victor, Mark Mower,
Craig Janacek, Jayantika
Ganguly, Denis O. Smith,
Matthew Booth, J.R. Campbell,
Bonnie MacBird, Arthur Hall,
Bob Byrne, Andrew Lane,
Roger Johnson, Hugh Ashton,
David Stuart Davies, Vincent
W. Wright, Daniel McGachey,
Nicholas Utechin, Jeremy
Holstein, David Marcum, and
Marcia Wilson, as well as a
poem by Andrea Mantin Levy,
and forewords by David
Marcum, Steven Rothman,
Richard Doyle, Steve Emecz,
and Melissa Farnham. “This
fourth volume continues the
tradition set by the first three
books in the series. The twentythree items in this book include
twice as many that I rate as
excellent as the few I rate only
as good. All the rest I rate as
very good and that gives the
entire volume a rating of
'excellent' as compared to any
other Anthology.” - Philip K
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Jones
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XXIII - David Marcum
2021-01-06
64 new traditional Holmes
adventures in three
simultaneously published
volumes In 2018, MX
Publishing presented Parts XI
and XII of this acclaimed and
ongoing series, Some Untold
Cases. Now that theme is
revisited with 64 new Sherlock
Holmes adventures that
explore those many tantalizing
references to some of Holmes's
other cases, as mentioned in
The Canon. "Somewhere in the
vaults of the bank of Cox and
Co., at Charing Cross, there is
a travel-worn and battered tin
dispatch box with my name,
John H. Watson, M.D., Late
Indian Army, painted upon the
lid. It is crammed with papers,
nearly all of which are records
of cases to illustrate the
curious problems which Mr.
Sherlock Holmes had at
various times to examine . . . ."
- Dr. John H. Watson So wrote
Dr. Watson in "The Problem of
Thor Bridge" - and ever since,

Sherlockians have been
seeking to know more about
these tales from the legendary
tin dispatch box. While
Watson's original Literary
Agent only edited the pitifully
few sixty stories that make up
the original Canon, there have
since been literally thousands
of traditional adventures about
the true Sherlock Holmes - and
yet there will never be enough!
Throughout the original
Holmes Canon, there were
hints and teases of other
intriguing cases - The Giant Rat
of Sumatra . . . The Abernetty
Tragedy . . . The Manor House
Case. Watson mentions well
over one-hundred of these,
which have collectively come to
be known as The Untold Cases.
Now, once again MX
Publishing brings us sixty-four
of these adventures in three
simultaneously published
volumes, with all royalties
going to support the Stepping
Stones School at Undershaw,
one of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
former homes. Join us as we
return to Baker Street and
discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
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Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as "the
best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known." Each
volume contains forwards by
Otto Penzler, Roger Johnson,
Stepping Stones School, Steve
Emecz, and David Marcum, as
well as stories by the following
contributors: Will Murray (2
stories), Tim Gambrell (2
stories), Craig Janacek, I.A.
Watson, Jane Rubino, Paul
Hiscock, Hugh Ashton, Mike
Chinn, Shane Simmons, Dacre
Stoker and Leverett Butts,
David Marcum, Matthew J.
Elliott, Paul D. Gilbert, Tracy J.
Revels, Margaret Walsh,
Arthur Hall, Barry Clay, Steven
Philip Jones, Jan van
Koningsveld, and Marcia
Wilson, and a poem by John
Linwood Grant
The Collected Papers of
Sherlock Holmes - Volume 2 David Marcum 2022-03-24
At the age of ten in the
mid-1970’s, David Marcum
discovered Mr. Sherlock
Holmes, and from that point,
he knew that the original 60
Canonical adventures would
never be enough. This, coupled

with his life-long desire to
write, meant that eventually he
would find a way to add new
stories to The Great Holmes
Tapestry. The years passed,
and David collected, read, and
chronologicized literally
thousands of traditional
Canonical Sherlockian
pastiches. Then, in 2008, with
time on his hands while laid off
from his civil engineering job
during the Great Recession,
David finally found his way to
Watson’s Tin Dispatch Box,
producing The Papers of
Sherlock Holmes. These first
nine short stories originally sat
on a shelf in his Holmes book
collection before he eventually
decided to share them with
others. That first collection was
initially published by a small
press in 2011, and then in 2013
by the premiere Sherlockian
publisher, MX Publishing - and
after that, there was no turning
back. Since then, in addition to
editing over 60 volumes (most
of which are Sherlockian
anthologies), David has written
and published over 80
Sherlockian adventures in a
variety of anthologies and
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magazines. Now these are
being collected - along with a
few others that haven’t been
seen before. These first five
volumes contain the majority of
David’s Holmesian stories - so
far, with additional adventures
to be collected and published
as part of this ongoing series in
2022. Join us as we return to
Baker Street and discover
more authentic adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, the man
described by the estimable Dr.
Watson as “the best and wisest
. . . whom I have ever known.”
The game is afoot! Volume II Records (5 Short Stories and a
Novel) Sherlock Holmes Tangled Skeins The Mystery at
Kerrett’s Rood The Curious
Incident of the Goat-Cart Man
The Matter of Boz’s Last Letter
The Tangled Skein at Birling
Gap The Gower Street Murder
and Sherlock Holmes and The
Eye of Heka (A Novel)
The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part XXV - David Marcum
2021-04-22
As has become the tradition,
this new collection features
Holmes and Watson carrying

out their masterful
investigations from the early
days of their friendship in
Baker Street to the post-War
years during Holmes's
retirement. Join us as we
return to Baker Street and
discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as "the
best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known."
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories - Part XXIV David Marcum 2021-02-08
64 new traditional Holmes
adventures in three
simultaneously published
volumes In 2018, MX
Publishing presented Parts XI
and XII of this acclaimed and
ongoing series, Some Untold
Cases. Now that theme is
revisited with 64 new Sherlock
Holmes adventures that
explore those many tantalizing
references to some of Holmes's
other cases, as mentioned in
The Canon. "Somewhere in the
vaults of the bank of Cox and
Co., at Charing Cross, there is
a travel-worn and battered tin
dispatch box with my name,
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John H. Watson, M.D., Late
Indian Army, painted upon the
lid. It is crammed with papers,
nearly all of which are records
of cases to illustrate the
curious problems which Mr.
Sherlock Holmes had at
various times to examine . . . ."
- Dr. John H. Watson So wrote
Dr. Watson in "The Problem of
Thor Bridge" - and ever since,
Sherlockians have been
seeking to know more about
these tales from the legendary
tin dispatch box. While
Watson's original Literary
Agent only edited the pitifully
few sixty stories that make up
the original Canon, there have
since been literally thousands
of traditional adventures about
the true Sherlock Holmes - and
yet there will never be enough!
Throughout the original
Holmes Canon, there were
hints and teases of other
intriguing cases - The Giant Rat
of Sumatra . . . The Abernetty
Tragedy . . . The Manor House
Case. Watson mentions well
over one-hundred of these,
which have collectively come to
be known as The Untold Cases.
Now, once again MX

Publishing brings us sixty-four
of these adventures in three
simultaneously published
volumes, with all royalties
going to support the Stepping
Stones School at Undershaw,
one of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
former homes. Join us as we
return to Baker Street and
discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as "the
best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known." Each
volume contains forwards by
Otto Penzler, Roger Johnson,
Stepping Stones School, Steve
Emecz, and David Marcum, as
well as stories by the following
contributors: Marcia Wilson,
Brenda Seabrooke, Stephen
Herczeg, Tracy J. Revels, Kevin
P. Thornton, Thomas A. Burns,
Jr., Dick Gillman, Jayantika
Ganguly, John Davis, DJ Tyrer,
Harry DeMaio, Arthur Hall (2
stories), Susan Knight, David
Marcum, Craig Stephen
Copland (2 stories), Gayle
Lange Puhl, John Lawrence,
John Linwood Grant, and Paula
Hammond, and a poem by
Joseph W. Svec III
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The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories Part IX - David Marcum
2018-04-17
Part IX: 2018 Annual
(1879-1895) features
contributions by: Deanna
Baran, Roger Riccard, David
Marcum, Tracy Revels, S.R.
Bennett, Nick Cardillo, Robert
Stapleton, Kevin Thornton,
Leslie Charteris and Denis
Green, Shane Simmons, James
Moffett, C.H. Dye, Stephan
Gaspar, Marcia Wilson, Sonia
Featherstone, Geri Schear,
David Friend, Mark Mower,
and a poem by Amy Thomas…
and Forewords in both volumes
by Nicholas Meyer, Roger
Johnson, and David Marcum.
Once again, the adventures of
Sherlock Holmes and Dr.
Watson continue in this
acclaimed anthology series,
with thirty-seven new tales
presented in two companion
volumes – more Holmes than
could fit into one book! In
2015, The MX Book of New
Sherlock Holmes Stories was
first published, a huge threebook set featuring over sixty
new traditional Holmes

exploits, all set within the
correct time period. Soon, the
demand for even more
traditional Holmes adventures
led to further volumes. The
next year brought Part IV:
2016 Annual, and then Part V:
Christmas Adventures. In
spring 2017 there was Part VI:
2017 Annual, and that fall
revealed the massive twovolume set, Parts VII and VIII:
Eliminate the Impossible. Now
we present another two
simultaneous volumes, Parts IX
and X: 2018 Annual
(1879-1895) and (1896-1916).
There can be no argument that
Sherlock Holmes is one of the
most famous and recognizable
figures in the world. There
were only sixty narratives
brought to us by the original
Literary Agent, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. Clearly that is
not enough. Watson once wrote
that he kept his unpublished
cases in his old Tin Dispatch
Box. Now, with the publication
of these latest volumes, that
box has again been explored by
some of today’s best
Sherlockian writers, all of
whom are donating their
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royalties from these
anthologies toward the
restoration of Undershaw, one
of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
houses, and the location where
The Hound of the Baskervilles
and many later Holmes stories
were completed. Climb the
seventeen steps to the sitting
room at 221b Baker Street.
Sherlock Holmes and Doctor
Watson are waiting... The game
is afoot!
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories - Part XXVII David Marcum 2021-12-15
Featuring Contributions by:
Tracy J. Revels, John Davis,
John Lawrence, Stephen
Herczeg, Tim Gambrell, Craig
Stephen Copland, Jeremy
Branton Holstein, Thomas A.
Turley , Arthur Hall, David
Marcum, S.C. Toft, Leslie
Charteris and Denis Green,
Roger Riccard, Will Murray,
John Lawrence, and Marcia
Wilson, and forewords by Peter
Lovesey, Roger Johnson, Steve
Emecz, and David Marcum
Here, though the world
explode, these two survive, And
it is always eighteen-ninetyfive. So wrote Sherlockian

Vincent Starrett in his 1942
poem 221b, soon after the
United States entered World
War II. Even as those years
brought terrible challenges, so
too has 2020 been a year of
great testing for so many of us,
as a global pandemic rages and
good people are called to stand
against evil. For Sherlockians,
comfort can be found in
climbing those seventeen stairs
to the Baker Street sitting
room, where it is always
eighteen-ninety-five - or a few
decades on either side of it. In
2015, the first three volumes of
The MX Book of New Sherlock
Holmes Stories arrived,
containing over 60 stories in
the true traditional Canonical
manner. That was the largest
collection of new Holmes
stories ever assembled, and
originally planned to be a onetime event. But readers wanted
more, and the contributors had
more stories from Watson's Tin
Dispatch Box, so the fun
continued. Now, with the
release of Parts XXV, XXVI, and
XXVII, the series has grown to
nearly 600 new Holmes
adventures by almost 200
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contributors from around with
world. Since the beginning, all
contributor royalties go to the
Stepping Stones School for
special needs children at
Undershaw, one of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's former homes,
and to date the project has
raised over $75,000 for the
school. As has become the
tradition, this new collection
features Holmes and Watson
carrying out their masterful
investigations from the early
days of their friendship in
Baker Street to the post-War
years during Holmes's

retirement. Join us as we
return to Baker Street and
discover more authentic
adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, described by the
estimable Dr. Watson as "the
best and wisest . . . whom I
have ever known." 59 new
traditional Holmes adventures
in three simultaneously
published volumes The game is
afoot! All author royalties from
this collection are being
donated by the writers for the
benefit of the preservation of
Undershaw, one of the former
homes of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle.
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